
 

Talk for Writing Medium Term plan 1ST PART OF HALF TERM Year:  2   Term: Spring 2  T4W Book Title:  News Paper boy and Origami Girl   Genre: letters 

Long Term Plan GPS Outcomes: 

●  4 sentence types 

● Time conjunctions/sentence openings 

● ly – adverb opener 

● co-ordinating conjunctions 

 AFL Skills added from cold task:   

Full stops, capital letters, spelling (Fred talking words), 

finger spaces 

 

Long Term 

Plan 

Reading 

Outcomes: 

● becoming increasingly familiar with and retelling a wider range of stories, 

fairy stories and traditional tales 

WAGOLL Model Text Week 1: 

Innovation Week 2:  

Teacher Whole Class Week 3:  

How are children going to publish their work? 

Technical /ambitious Vocabulary to 

teach: 

 

address, first person, past tense  

 

All Time Learning Toolkit 

Full stops 

Capital letters 

Finger spaces 

Fred fingers to spell 

 

Genre specific Toolkit – “What’s in 

your ……… toolkit?” 

Questions -  

co-ordinating conjunctions - and, 

so, but, because  

 

 

 



Week 1 T4W SEQUENCE 

COLD TASK REQUIRED 

Day 1: WALT: Grammar lesson =  full stops, capital 
letters       
 
Day 2: WALT: Identify and understand new vocabulary  
 
Day 3: WALT: Understand the structure of a … 
Year 4/5/6: Show an understanding of what we are 
reading 
 
Day 4: WALT: Understand the structure of a … 
Year 4/5/6: Identify the features of a …. 
 
Day 5: WALT: Understand the structure of a … 
Year 4/5/6: Understand what makes an effective … 
(WAGOLL/WABOLL) 

 

 

Week 1 continued/Week 2 begins T4W 

SEQUENCE 

Day 6: WALT: Understand the structure of a 

… WALT: Grammar lesson = (Year 4-6)         

Day 7: WALT: Understand the structure of a 

….  WALT: DAY 8:  Year 2 and 3: complete Day 5 

Day 8 and 9: WALT: Use the structure for 

….. to organise our ideas to innovate (whole 

class) 

Beginning of shared writing 

Day 10: WALT: Use a boxed up plan to 

innovate a … 

 

Week 2T4W SEQUENCE continued: 

SHARED WRITING/Week 3 T4W 

SEQUENCE begins 

WALTS = 

Day 11:  Use a boxed up plan to 

innovate a.. 

Day 12: Use a boxed up plan to 

innovate a … 

Day 13: Use a boxed up plan to 

innovate a … 

Day 14: Use a boxed up plan to 

innovate a … 

Day 15 and 16: Use the structure of 

a …. to organise our ideas 

Week 3 T4W SEQUENCE = 

INDEPENDENT 

Day 17 and 18: WALT: Use a boxed 

up plan to innovate a …. (HOT TASK) 

Day 19: WALT: Read and edit our 

work for sense and punctuation 

Day 20: WALT: Publish our work 

Day 21:  Celebrate our … e.g. 

(change stories) 

 

Talk for Writing Medium Term plan 2nd PART OF HALF TERM Year:  2   Term: Autumn 1 T4W Book Title: The three little pigs&the big bad wolf Genre: Beat the monster 
story 
Reading as a reader: book/text focus in every lesson – WAGOLL linked to teaching point 
Short Burst writing activities from Jumpstart pages to use during week 1 (Include drama/sentence work): Pages: 

Long Term Plan GPS Outcomes: 

 

 

AFL Skills added from cold task:   

 

Long Term Plan Reading Outcomes: 

 
=  
 

 

Innovation SHARED WRITING Week 2: Based 

on current or previous learning if possible =  

 

Technical /ambitious Vocabulary to teach: 

 

All Time Learning Toolkit 

 

 

Genre specific Toolkit – “What’s in 

your ……… toolkit?” 

 



Children =  Week 3: Could be 2 choices based 

on curriculum this half term 

 

 

 

T4W SEQUENCE – OLD WASHING LINES FROM LAST 

HALF TIME FOR THIS GENRE DISPLAYED. 

NO COLD TASK REQUIRED 

Week 1 T4W SEQUENCE 

WALT: Grammar lesson (YELLOW TASK PREVIOUS 

GENRE) =         

WALT: Show an understanding of what we are 
reading 
 
WALT: Identify the features of a …. 
 
WALT: Understand what makes an effective … 
(WAGOLL/WABOLL) 

 

 

 

Week 2 begins T4W SEQUENCE 

WALT: Use the structure for ….. to organise our 

ideas to innovate (whole class) 

Beginning of shared writing  

WALT: Use a boxed up plan to innovate a … 

 

Week 2T4W SEQUENCE continued: 

SHARED WRITING/Week 3 T4W 

SEQUENCE begins 

WALT:  Use a boxed up plan to 

innovate a.. 

WALT: Use a boxed up plan to 

innovate a … 

WALT: Use a boxed up plan to 

innovate a … 

WALT: Use a boxed up plan to 

innovate a … 

WALT: Use the structure of a …. to 

organise our ideas 

Week 3 T4W SEQUENCE = 

INDEPENDENT 

WALT: Use a boxed up plan to 

innovate a …. (HOT TASK) 

WALT: Read and edit our work for 

sense and punctuation 

 

Talk for Writing Medium Term plan 2nd PART OF HALF TERM Year:                  Term:   T4W Book Title:                        Genre: 
 

Week 1 T4W SEQUENCE  

DAY STARTER 
JUMPSTARTER – 

spoken/modelling or 
writing/ HANDWRITING 
FOCUS THIS HALF TERM 

Main Input 
 

RESOURCES for main input 
 e.g. opening of the text map – small 
pictures, imperative verbs word mat, 

expanded noun phrases for setting, story 
mountain, builders tray with characters 

SCAFFOLDS MAIN LESSON BOOK/S TO BE USED 

21.2.2
2 
M 

ear- mixed joins  
 
Penpals introduce join 

WALT: Write a recount 
 

all the time toolkit 
  
 

word mats 
vocab folders 
finger spacers 

 



children to practise join in the 
air and on partners backs. 
Model join Chn to practise 
join in English books.  
 

explain to the chn that they 
are going to write a recount 
about their Christmas holidays. 
 
show simple examples of 
recounts - read through 
together.  
 
model writing a recount - 
shared writing.   

DAY 1 
22.2..

22 
T 

FOCUS: ear - mixed joins 
 
recapl join  
 
Model words with using join 

WALT: write a letter   
 
Cold task  

AFL sheet on blue paper 
2 stars and a wish sheet for each 
child 

blue paper   

DAY 2 
23.2.2

2 
 

W 

FOCUS: mixed joins -oor 
 
Penpals introduce join 
 
children to practise join in the 
air and on partners backs. 
 
Model join  
Chn to practise join in English 
books.  
 

WALT: grammar lesson based 
on cold task - 
 

 
 
 

 
 

  

DAY 3 
24.2.2

2 
 

TH 

FOCUS:mixed joins -oor 
recapl join  
 
Model words with using join -  
door, poor, floor,  

WALT identify and understand 
new vocabulary 
 
Introduce children to new text,  
read letter together as class. 
 
Read through the letter - ask 
children to stand up/ put 
hands on head etc if they hear 
a words they do not 
know/understand. 
 

 
 
 
words wrote out on card to display 
on English wall.  

Activity 1 - sugar paper  with 
words on in the middle - 
children to draw pictures to 
help them understand the 
meaning of the word. 
 
Activity 2 - Children to match 
the picture to the word.  
 
 

 



WORDS to identify and understand -   
 
 

Activity 3 - chn to act out the 
word  other children to guess 
what the word is.  

DAY 4 
 

25.2.2
2 
 

FRI  

FOCUS: oor/ear - mixed joins 
 
 
write sentences using both 
joins learnt this week  
 
 

STARTER - GPS focus - SATS 
question. 
 
 
WALT understand the 
structure of a letter 
 
Begin to text map  opening of 
letter  

 
 

 
1- Create actions for keywords 

to internalise the text 
 

Take picture of text map for 
books.  

 

DAY 5 
WC 

28.2.2
2 
 

M 

FOCUS:  our - mixed joins 
 
Penpals introduce join 
 
children to practise join in the 
air and on partners backs. 
 
Model join  
 
Chn to practise join in English 
books.   
 
 
 

STARTER - writing sentences 
based on a stimuli.  
 
WALT: understand the 
structure of a letter 
 
Recap letter so far using text 
map - chn to stick picture in 
books. 
 
continue to text map next part  

of letter.  

 

Create actions for keywords 
to internalise the text 

Take picture of text map for 
books.  

 

DAY 6 
 

1.3.22 
 
 

T 

FOCUS:  our - mixed joins 
 
 
recapl join  
Model words  using join -    
 
 
sour, flour, hour 
 

STARTER - GPS focus - SATS 
question. 
 
WALT: understand the 
structure of a letter  
 
Recap story so far using text 
map - chn to stick picture in 
books. 

Create actions for keywords 
to internalise the text 

Take picture of text map for 
books.  

 



  
continue to text map letter 

DAY 7 
2.3.22 

 
 

W 

FOCUS:  ing - mixed joins 
  
Penpals introduce join 
 
children to practise join in the 
air and on partners backs. 
 
Model join  
 
Chn to practise join in English 
books.   
 

STARTER - writing sentences 
based on a stimuli 
 
WALT: understand the 
 structure of a letter 
.  
Recap letter so far using text  
map - chn to stick picture in  
books. 
continue to text map   

 letter 

Create actions for keywords to 
internalise the text 

Take picture of text map for 
books.  

 

DAY 8 
3.3.22 

 
TH 

FOCUS:  ing - mixed joins 
 
recapl join  
Model words  using join -    
nursing, caring, ironing  

WALT: understand the 
 structure of a letter 
 
Recap letter so far using text  
map - chn to stick picture in  
books. 
 
continue text map ending of  
letter.  

Create actions for keywords to 
internalise the text 

Take picture of text map for 
books. 

 

Week 2 T4W SEQUENCE  

DAY STARTER 
HANDWRITING FOCUS THIS 

HALF TERM 

Main Input RESOURCES for main input SCAFFOLDS MAIN LESSON BOOK/S TO BE USED 

 
FRI 

FOCUS - ing/ our 
 
write sentences using both 
joins learnt this week.  
 
 
 
 
  

WALT: identify the features of 
a letter.  
 
recap letter using text map. 
 
Display letter  on board -  
create features toolkit - 
adjectives, address, proper 
nouns, time conjunctions, first 

original letter  - small version to stick 
in books.  

 
 

Tool kit - features - create as a whole 
class.  

 

Original letter  printed out - 
children to identify - 

adjectives, address, proper 
nouns, time conjunctions, first 

person, past tense, 
conjunctions, sentence types 

 
 
 

 



person, past tense, 
conjunctions, sentence types 
 
Display letter on board - as a 
whole class go through and 
identify different features. - 
chn to create key using 
different coloured pencils.  
 
send some chn to tables to do 
independently.  

 

 

DAY 9 
 

 FOCUS -unit 19  size and 
spacing - wh 
 
warm up exercises - pen pals 
introduce join using pen pals 
 
chn to practise in air  
 
model join 
chn practise in books 

  WALT- Use the structure for a 

change story to organise our ideas 

to innovate a letter. (whole class).  

 
 
 

Boxed up plan 
 
sticky notes to draw new pictures on 
to put on original text map. 
 
Coloured bags with ideas (pictures/ 
words) to help generate ideas for 
new innovation of a letter  

Colour bags with different  
pictures/words of settings, 

characters, adjectives 

 

DAY 
10 

 
 

FOCUS -unit 19  size and 
spacing - wh 
 
recap join using pen pals 
 
model writing words with 
joins in 
 
issue, isle, isolate  
 

 
WALT- Use the structure for a 

change story to organise our ideas 

to innovate a letter. (whole class).  

 
 

Boxed up plan 
 
sticky notes to draw new pictures on 
to put on original text map. 
 
Coloured bags with ideas (pictures/ 
words) to help generate ideas for 
new innovation of a letter 

Colour bags with different  
pictures/words of - characters, 

places,objects/ adjectives. 

 

DAY 
11 

 
 

FOCUS -unit 19  size and 
spacing - is 
warm up exercises - pen pals 
introduce join using pen pals 
 
chn to practise in air  

WALT: Use the structure for a 
change story to organise our ideas 
to innovate a letter. (whole class).  

 
 
 

 
Boxed up plan 
Text map with sticky notes of 
innovations.  
 
original text map pictures (skill 1) 

 
Colour bags with different  

pictures/words of - characters, 
places,objects/ adjectives. 

 



 
model join 
chn practise in books 
 

  

 

DAY   FOCUS:  
 
 
 
 
 
 

WALT: Use a boxed up plan to 
innovate a letter.  

 
Shared writing -Model writing 
opening  of letter  using boxed 

up plan. 
 
 

Boxed up plan 
Text map with sticky notes of 
innovations.  
original text map pictures (skill 1) 

Skill 1 
Chn to circle correct picture of 

innovated class version of 
letter for opening 

 
Skill 2 

Edit colour coded sentences 
from original letter and 
change words to new 

innovated version.  
 

Skill 3 
- write independently using all 

the time tool kit to help 
support and add in adjectives, 

conjunctions, adverbs, 
sentence openers.  

 

DAY 
13 

 
 
 

FOCUS:  
  
warm up exercises - pen pals 
introduce join using pen 
 
chn to practise in air  
 
model join 
chn practise in books 
 

WALT: Use a boxed up plan to 
innovate a letter.  

 
Shared writing -Model writing 
opening  of story  using boxed 

up plan. 

Boxed up plan 
Text map with sticky notes of 
innovations.  

Skill 1 
Chn to circle correct picture of 

innovated class version of 
letter for opening.  

 
Skill 2 

Edit colour coded sentences 
from original letter and 
change words to new 

innovated version.  
 

Skill 3 
- write independently using all 

the time tool kit to help 
support and add in adjectives, 

conjunctions, adverbs, 
sentence openers.  

 



DAY 
14 

 
 

FOCUS:  
recap join using pen pals 
model writing words with 
join in  
 

WALT: Use a boxed up plan to 
innovate a letter.  

 
Shared writing -Model writing a 

letter  using boxed up plan. 

Boxed up plan 
Text map with sticky notes of 
innovations.  

Skill 1 
Chn to circle correct picture of 

innovated class version of 
story for opening.  

 
Skill 2 

Edit colour coded sentences 
from original letter and 
change words to new 

innovated version.  
 

Skill 3 
- write independently using all 

the time tool kit to help 
support and add in adjectives, 

conjunctions, adverbs, 
sentence openers.  

 

 FOCUS: oa - horizontal join to 
anti-clockwise letters. 
 
warm up exercises - pen pals 
introduce join using pen 
 
chn to practise in air  
 
model join 
chn practise in books 

WALT: Use a boxed up plan to 
innovate a letter.  

 
Shared writing -Model writing 
problem part  of story  using 

boxed up plan. 

Boxed up plan 
Text map with sticky notes of 
innovations.  

Skill 1 
Chn to circle correct picture of 

innovated class version of 
story for problem.  

 
Skill 2 

Edit colour coded sentences 
from original story and change 

words to new innovated 
version.  

 
Skill 3 

- write independently using all 
the time tool kit to help 

support and add in adjectives, 
conjunctions, adverbs, 

sentence openers.  

 

 FOCUS: oa - horizontal join to 
anti-clockwise letters. 
 
recap join using pen pals 

WALT: Use a boxed up plan to 
innovate a letter.  

 

Boxed up plan 
Text map with sticky notes of 
innovations.  

Skill 1 
Chn to circle correct picture of 

innovated class version of 
letter for problem.  

 



model writing words with 
join in  
 
 

Shared writing -Model writing 
resolution part  of story  using 

boxed up plan. 

 
Skill 2 

Edit colour coded sentences 
from original letter and 
change words to new 

innovated version.  
 

Skill 3 
- write independently using all 

the time tool kit to help 
support and add in adjectives, 

conjunctions, adverbs, 
sentence openers.  

  FOCUS:  
 

WALT: Use a boxed up plan to 
innovate a letter.  

 
Shared writing -Model writing 

ending  part  of story  using 
boxed up plan. 

Boxed up plan 
Text map with sticky notes of 
innovations.  

Skill 1 
Chn to circle correct picture of 

innovated class version of 
letter for problem.  

 
Skill 2 

Edit colour coded sentences 
from original story and change 

words to new innovated 
version.  

 
Skill 3 

- write independently using all 
the time tool kit to help 

support and add in adjectives, 
conjunctions, adverbs, 

sentence openers.  

 

 

Week 3 T4W SEQUENCE  

DAY STARTER 
 AFL sheet 

Main Input RESOURCES for main input SCAFFOLDS MAIN LESSON BOOK/S TO BE USED 

DAY 
15 

FOCUS: 
 

WALT: use the structure of a 
letter to organise our ideas. 

 
boxed up plan to model on 

simple boxed up plan with skills 
needed to be included.  

 



  
Model planning a letter to a 
hero.  

 
 
 

DAY 
16 

FOCUS:  
WALT:   Use a boxed up plan 
to write a letter (HOT TASK) 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

  

DAY 
17 

FOCUS:  WALT: Read and edit our 

work for sense and 

punctuation 

 
 

 
 

  

DAY 
18 

FOCUS: WALT: Publish our work  
 

  

DAY 
19 

FOCUS: WALT:  Celebrate our letters  
 
 
 

possible zoom link sent to parents  
children to read letters to parents 

online.  
 

  

DAY 
20 

 
 
 

FOCUS:     

DAY 
21 

FOCUS:     



 
 
 

 


